Many subliminal priming experiments are thought to demonstrate unconscious access to semantics. However, most of them can be reinterpreted in a non-semantic framework that supposes only that subjects learn to map non-semantic visual features of the subliminal stimuli onto motor responses. In order to clarify this issue, we engaged subjects in a number comparison task in which the target number was preceded by another invisible masked number. We show that unconscious semantic priming occurs even for prime stimuli that are never presented as target stimuli, and for which no stimulus±response learning could conceivably occur. We also report analyses of the impact of the numerical relation between prime and target, and of the impact of learning on priming, all of which con®rm that unconscious utilization of semantic information is indeed possible. q
Introduction
A debated issue in cognitive neuroscience concerns the existence of an unconscious semantic processing of masked primes. There are many convincing demonstrations that a masked visual stimulus, which is presented too brie¯y to be consciously seen, can nevertheless be processed at various sub-semantic levels. 
